SUMMARY In 288 Dutch and Belgian Duchenne and Becker muscular dystrophy families, the parental origin of 41 new deletion or duplication mutations was determined. Twenty seven of the new mutations occurred in the maternal X chromosome and nine in the grandmaternal and five in the grandpaternal X chromosome. The grandparental data are compatible with equal mutation rates for DMD in male and female X chromosomes. New mutations were defined by their presence in one or more progeny and absence in the lymphocytes of the mother or the grandparents. In one family a fraction of the maternal lymphocytes was found to carry the mutation, suggesting somatic mosaicism. In six cases out of 41, the mutation was transmitted more than once by a parent in whom the mutation was absent in lymphocytes, suggesting gonadal mosaicism as the explanation for the multiple transmission. Using our data for the recurrence of the mutations among the total of at risk haplotypes transmitted, we arrive at a recurrence risk of 14% for the at risk haplotype. The observation of this high risk of germinal mosaicism is crucially important for all physicians counselling females in DMD families. Recently, germinal mosaicism has been observed also in a number of other X linked and autosomal disorders. The implications and appropriate diagnostic precautions are discussed.
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), a lethal, recessive X linked disorder, affects boys in early childhood and most DMD patients die before the age of 20 years. This severe disorder has a frequency of 1:3500 live male births.' The a priori carrier risk for mothers of sporadic DMD patients is 66%. The existence of unaffected sons and brothers, in combination with low maternal blood creatine kinase (CK) levels, reduce this risk. Recently, carrier detection and first trimester prenatal diagnosis, using a combination of flanking, intragenic, and cDNA probes, has attained over 99% reliability in up to 90% of the cases. 2-7 On both Southern and FIGE blots, approximately 66% of DMD patients show deletions or duplications of part of the coding sequences.8-0 The total DMD cDNA is 14 kb long," comprising about 76 exons spread over about 2-3 million base pairs of genomic DNA.'2 One-third of DMD patients are believed to result from a 'new' mutation,13 and the DMD mutation frequency has been estimated as 0-01%. In the early seventies, Received for publication 23 February 1989. Revised version accepted for publication 12 April 1989. both Hartl 14 However, since the advent of direct detection of DMD mutations, the recurrence of presumptive germinal mosaicism has been reported by a number of research groups. '6'9 Germline mosaicism in both male and female 'carriers' generates a recurrence risk for transmitters and patients of 'new' DMD mutations. In this study, we compile our overall new mutation data to determine the frequency with which the new mutation is transmitted for a second time. Information on the male and female contribution to DMD deletion or duplication mutations is obtained from haplotype information. The recurrence risks for new mutations and the consequences 553 for genetic counselling are discussed and a strategy is presented for safeguarding against diagnostic calamities.
Subjects and methods
The family material used in this study was The presence of new mutations was determined using both genomic flanking and intragenic RFLP probes and cDNA probes (the latter kindly provided by Drs Kunkel and Worton). Deletion or duplication mutations were detected in 168 cases out of the 288 (58%) families studied. In 42 of the 168 cases (25%) the mutation was found to be a new one. Two of these, although they appeared as familial cases, were found to involve (recurrent) new deletion mutations. We have derived the parental origin of the mutation in 41 new mutation cases using the X haplotype information (table 2). In five cases the grandpaternal haplotype underwent the mutation, while nine originated in a grandmaternal X chromosome. The 27 remaining mutations originated in the mother (fig 1) . Fig 1 shows that in this small set of unbiased data the mutation rates for DMD in grandparental male and female X chromosomes are equal for each chromosome.
In six pedigrees, including the two cases originally identified as familial, the recurrence of a new mutation was observed (fig 2) . In family DL202 (fig  2d) a duplication was detected with the cDNA probe cDNA1-2 or cDNA-XJ10 (HindIII bands 2, 3, 7, 8, and 12a; EcoRI bands 2, 5, 6, and 10, data not shown) in the patient and both his mother and his aunt. Both grandparents lacked this duplication in their lymphocytes, but because of non-informativeness we were not able to detect the origin in this 
Total 42 families (see also figs 1 and 6). t=somatic mosaicism. M =maternal origin of the mutation (27) . M'=grandmaternal origin of the mutation (9 
